). By analyzing response times to the dot probe during 183 Phase 2, we could examine the impact of experienced predictivess provided through training 184 (in Phase 1) versus instructions on attentional bias. Crucially, in the change condition, we 185 predicted an attentional bias driven by experienced predictivess within the short SOA 186 condition. In other words, despite the conflict between experienced predictiveness and 187 instructions regarding which stimulus should be prioritised, the former factor would have a 188 greater influence on attentional bias than the latter. 
Materials and Methods

191
The design of our study was conceptually similar to that of Mitchell et al. [10] ). Accordingly, after Phase 1, participants were informed that four specific experienced different pairs of stimuli in Phase 2. In the consistent pair, instructions regarding 199 relevance were consistent with the predictive or nonpredictive status of stimuli that had been 200 experienced during Phase 1 training (see Table 1 ). In contrast, in the inconsistent pair, 201 instructions regarding relevance were inconsistent with the status of stimuli established 202 during Phase 1. Finally, we also included two pairs of novel stimuli in Phase 2 that had not 203 appeared in Phase 1. One stimulus of each pair was instructed as being relevant in Phase 2, 204 whereas the other was not. Since these stimuli had not undergone prior training, any 205 attentional bias revealed in dot probe responding for these novel pairs can only reflect the 206 influence of instructions (cf. [21] ). Observing an attentional bias for novel pairs would also 207 provide a manipulation check, showing that participants had read, understood, and followed 208 the instructions regarding relevance prior to Phase 2. were assigned roles corresponding to letters I-L in Table 1 .
237
These stimuli were presented centrally in white square frames with sides subtending 6.4°. The dot probe was a white square with side length subtending 1.1°. This would appear 241 superimposed centrally on one of the stimuli. The screen background was black. [16] (see also [5, 19] ). Initial instructions (in Spanish) described the categorization task.
248
Participants were told that, on each trial, a pair of stimuli would appear and they should make 
Results
319
We imposed a selection criterion so as to exclude participants who did not show 320 strong evidence of having learned the correct categorization responses. Specifically, we Putting together the dot probe results from Phase 2 and participants' ratings for old 444 stimuli, it seems that past experience with stimuli had an influence on rapid and short-lived 445 attentional bias towards predictive stimuli, and on how much is learned about such stimuli in 446 a subsequent phase of learning. Additionally, instructions about stimulus relevance had an processes based on selection history (modulated by experience) versus explicit knowledge
